Investigating the Colour Spectra

Cool Daylight Compact Fluorescent

Using a homemade spectrophotometer to investigate the colour spectra of
different sources of light
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The Colour Spectra of Light Sources
Abstract
In this experiment, a spectrophotometer was constructed and used to investigate the colour spectra of
different light sources. A light source was shone through a collimator, hitting a diffraction grating and
projecting onto a sheet of ground glass. The colour spectra were then photographed. It was observed
that warm lights had lots of yellow, orange and red, and cooler lights had more blues and purples. This
spectrophotometer was found to work effectively in capturing photographs of the colour spectra of
different light sources.

Introduction
This experiment investigates the colour spectra of different light sources. This experiment is interesting
because the results show that the light around us is made up of many different colours such as blue, red
and green. I tested many different types of light bulb, from compact fluorescent to an RGB LED bulb and
found that there are a variety of different colour spectra, and very few of those were the same.

Aim
To investigate the colour spectra generated by different household light sources.

Hypothesis
The colour spectra of household light sources varies depending on the method used to produce the
light, e.g. fluorescent lights would be expected to have a different colour spectrum from incandescent
lights and LED lights.

Materials

















1 x sheet MDF, 600mm x 900mm x 12mm (piece A)
1 x sheet MDF, 600mm x 650mm x 12mm (piece B)
2 x lengths of softwood for the sides, 600mm x 65mm x 18mm (pieces C and D)
2 x lengths of softwood for the collimator, 200mm x 65mm x 18mm (pieces E and F)
1 x length of hardwood for the diffraction grating, 75mm x 30mm x 8mm (piece G)
4 x Razor blades
1 x 0.03mm feeler gauge
1 x 100mm square
1 x Diffraction grating (600 lines/mm)
1 x Sheet of ground glass
1 x Digital SLR camera
Thick dark cloth (blankets)
gel superglue (cyanoacrylate)
adhesive tape (removable)
1 x Hot glue gun (with glue)
1 x Circular saw
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1 x Hand drill
Black duct tape
1 x Can of black spray paint
2 x Hole saws, 3cm and 10cm diameters
8 x Large bulldog clips
1 x Lamp
List of Light Sources













1 x 14 watt compact fluorescent bulb cool daylight
1 x 14 watt compact fluorescent bulb warm white
1 x 42 watt halogen frosted bulb
1 x 9 watt LED bulb cool daylight
1 x 9.5 watt LED bulb warm white
1 x RGB LED bulb
1 x 15 watt incandescent pilot light bulb
1 x 40 watt green incandescent party light bulb
1 x 40 watt red incandescent party light bulb
1 x 40 watt blue incandescent party light bulb
1 x 40 watt yellow incandescent party light bulb

Method

C
A

E

D

Figure 1 (Piece B omitted in this diagram)
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F

G

1. If necessary, use the circular saw to cut the MDF and wood to size.
2. Use the drill with hole saw to cut a hole of diameter 10cm, 26cm from the base of the collimator
(piece A).
3. Cut a hole with a diameter of 3cm in the middle of the two pieces of wood for the collimator
(pieces E and F).
4. Use the square to place one razor blade with the sharp edge approximately in the centre of the
hole in piece E ensuring the blade is perpendicular to the long edge of the wood.
5. Hot glue the razor blade in place.
6. Using the square and the 0.03mm feeler gauge place the other razor blade (with sharp edge in
the centre of the hole) beside the other blade, creating a 0.03mm slit.
7. Hot glue the razor blade in place.
8. Use duct tape to cover any holes in the razor blades, keeping the slit clear.
9. Repeat 5-9 for piece F.
10. Put adhesive tape over the slit in the collimators so that is does not get paint on it.
11. Spray paint all internal surfaces black.
12. Remove the adhesive tape mask from the collimators.
13. Hot glue the pieces of wood as shown in Figure 1 onto piece A.
14. Glue the pieces C, D, and E to the piece A as shown with superglue gel.
15. Use duct tape to seal any possible light leaks in the wood.
16. Glue piece B to the top of the assembly using gel superglue.
17. Using the square, hot glue the diffraction grating to piece G as a base, ensuring the diffraction
grating is perfectly vertical.
18. Place your light source in the hole in the MDF. I placed a chair under the lamp so that the source
was high enough to shine through the hole.
19. Place the second collimator (piece F) in line with the first collimator (piece E), maximizing the
light through the collimator. They should be 3.5cm apart.
20. Cover the entire device with cloths so that the only light escaping the device is from the
collimators. Use bulldog clips if necessary to secure the cloths to the structure.
21. Position the diffraction grating as shown in the diagram.
22. Mark the centre of the diffracted spectrum (use a piece of white paper to project the spectrum
onto). Draw a line from the centre of the spectrum to the centre of the diffraction grating.
23. Position your camera so that you can clearly see the colour spectrum on the ground glass.
24. Take a photo with the following settings: the shutter must be open for thirty seconds, the image
quality must be RAW, the white balance of the image must be set to direct sunlight, the f-stop
should be set to f5.6 and the ISO should be set to sufficiently high to get a bright image (ISO
800-25600 was used).
25. Repeat by changing the source of light. It may be necessary to move the lamp side-to-side
slightly to maximize the light through the collimator
26. Import the resultant RAW image files into Photoshop and convert to TIFF files.
27. Using the script in appendix 1 (relying on the NETPBM public domain tools), sample a single line
of the image, convert to RGB values for each pixel, generate a data file with the pixel position
and maximum value of R/G/B for that pixel.
28. Import data files into graphing program (R) to generate results.
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Final setup of spectrophotometer (front view)

Final setup of spectrophotometer (top view with piece B omitted)
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Risk Assessment
Identification of a specific risk
Light bulbs

Description of potential harm
Hot light bulbs can cause
burns

Bright lights

Direct eye contact with bright
lights can cause temporary
and permanent blindness
Glass can break and cause
injury

Glass

Power tools

Power tools are very loud and
sharp and can cause injury

Razor blades

Razor blades are very sharp
and can easily cause cuts
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Strategies to minimize risks
Do not leave a bulb on for too
long
Do not leave hot bulbs on table –
use a heat mat
Do not directly stare at lights
Wear eye protection
Wear closed shoes and safety
goggles
Do not touch broken glass
Clean any broken glass using a
dustpan and broom
Adult supervision required
Do not leave a tool plugged in
unless it is being used
Do not touch sharp tools
Use appropriate safety
equipment (Safety goggles, ear
muffs)
Adult supervision required
Do not touch the sharp side of
the blade
Adult supervision required

Results
Table 1: Spectra data collected
Light Source
Warm White
Compact
Fluorescent

Picture of Spectrum

Graph of Spectrum

The Warm White Compact Fluorescent had very distinct bands in it’s spectrum, something which is
unique to the compact fluorescents which I tested. There was a lot of green light present (approximately
x=2000), with a bit of red on the side (approximately x=1000-2000). There was a very small amount of
blue light present (approximately x=3500), which can be seen on the graph.
Cool Daylight
Compact
Fluorescent

The Cool Daylight Compact Fluorescent showed very distinct bands of colour in the spectrum, something
which is unique to the compact fluorescents which I tested. There is a high concentration of green in the
middle of the spectrum (approximately x=2000), with red (approximately x=1000-2000) and blue bands
(approximately x=3500) on either side. The phosphors used in this bulb are different to the warm
compact fluorescent to give a different colour spectrum to the warm white compact fluorescent.
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Warm White
LED

The Warm White LED globe which I tested had a very diffused colour spectrum. There was a lot of green
(approximately x=2000) and red (approximately x=1000) light present in this spectrum, with a small
amount of blue (approximately x=3000) which can just be seen in the graph.
Cool Daylight
LED

The Cool Daylight LED had a very diffused spectrum. There was less red (approximately x=1500) relative
to green (approximately x=2000) than the warm white LED.
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RGB LED –
White

The RGB LED which I tested had a very diffused and dim colour spectrum. The colour which was tested
here was white. There was a large amount of green (approximately x=2000) light present, with some
blue (approximately x=2900) and red (approximately x=1000) light on either side. The RGB LED bulb
which I used had three LEDs inside the globe, which are turned on and off to produce certain colours.
These LEDs are red, green and blue in colour, and can be seen by the discrete lines in the colour
spectrum.
RGB LED –
Purple

The RGB LED which I tested had a very diffused and dim colour spectrum. The colour which was tested
here was purple. There was a large amount of blue (approximately x=2500) light present, and a small
amount of red (approximately x=1000). The RGB LED bulb which I used had three LEDs inside the globe,
which are turned on and off to produce certain colours. For example, in this globe the red and blue LEDs
are turned on except the green one is off.
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RGB LED –
Yellow

The RGB LED which I tested had a very diffused and dim colour spectrum. The colour which was tested
here was yellow. There was a large amount of green (approximately x=2000) and a small amount of red
(approximately x=1000) light. The RGB LED bulb which I used had three LEDs inside the globe, which are
turned on and off to produce certain colours. For example, in this globe the red and green LEDs are
turned on except the blue one is off.
RGB LED –
Cyan

The RGB LED which I tested had a very diffused and dim colour spectrum. The colour which was tested
here was cyan. There was a large amount of green (approximately x=2000) and blue (approximately
x=3000) light. The RGB LED bulb which I used had three LEDs inside the globe, which are turned on and
off to produce certain colours. For example, in this globe the green and blue LEDs are turned on except
the red one is off.
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Frosted
Halogen

The Frosted Halogen had two very diffused colours in its spectrum. There was a lot of green
(approximately x=2000) light and a bit of red (approximately x=1000) light as well. There was very little
blue light in this source.
Incandescent
Pilot Light

The Incandescent Pilot Light which I used was very bright, and had a very disctinct colour spectrum.
There is a lot of red (approximately x=1000) and green (approximately x=2000) light, and a very small
amount of blue (approximately x=3000) light which can be seen in the graph.
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Party Light –
Green

The green incandescent party light which I tested had a very diffused colour spectrum. There is a large
amount of green (approximately x=2000) light present in this spectrum with some red (approximately
x=1500) light on the side. There is a very small amount of blue (approximately x=2900) light present,
which can just be seen in the graph.
Party Light –
Red

The red incandescent party light which I tested had a very diffused colour spectrum. There is a large
amount of red (approximately x=1000) light present, with little green (approximately x=2000) and
almost no blue.
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Party Light –
Blue

The blue incandescent party light which I tested had a very diffused colour spectrum. There was a lot of
blue (approximately x=3000) and green (approximately x=2000) light present, with very little red light
being visible. There is a lot of noise in this photograph caused by a high ISO and long exposure time,
which can be seen in the graph.
Party Light –
Yellow

The yellow incandescent party light which I tested had a very diffused colour spectrum. There is a large
amount of green (approximately x=2000) and red (approximately x=1000) light present with a small
amount of blue (approximately x=3000) light which can be seen in the photograph.
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Compact Fluorescent Comparison

LED Comparison

As the system is uncalibrated, the pixel values should be ignored except to show the relative shape of
the spectra. These results show that the warm lights have a large amount of red, yellow and orange light
(such as the incandescent pilot light). The results also show that the cool lights have a large amount of
blues and purples (such as the Cool Daylight LED light). The LED comparison above shows that the cool
LED has more blue and green than the warm light, which has a lot of green and red but very little blue.
This experiment without a second collimator, generated some very different results. Most of the values
in my graphs were very high, even if the images themselves did not appear very different. This is
because originally when I had only one collimator, I was taking photographs which had some white light
interfering with the colour spectrum. I solved this problem by adding another collimator which I placed
just before the diffraction grating.

Photograph of cool daylight compact
fluorescent using one collimator
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Discussion
I wanted to investigate the colour spectrum of different light sources, and whether there was a pattern
in their spectra and the type of bulb. I found that the globes that primarily had the spectral output of
yellow, red and orange were usually warm globes. Also, the globes with primarily a spectral output
containing a lot of blue and purple were usually cool globes. Most of the compact fluorescents had a
spectral output with a similar amount of red, green and blue light, and the incandescent pilot light had a
spectral output of a lot of yellow, orange and a bit of red. The white LED bulbs had the full spectrum, but
also had a bit more blue than a compact fluorescent bulb.
I was unable to test a candle using this device, because the MDF covering the light source (piece B) may
have caught on fire. I was also unable to test sunlight, as the pictures from the spectrophotometer have
to be taken in complete darkness. All together, I tested eleven globes; one incandescent pilot light, four
incandescent party lights, two compact fluorescents, two LED globes, one halogen and one RGB LED
globe. The RGB globe was tested with white, purple, yellow and cyan light settings.
Originally, I wanted my spectrophotometer to be a shoebox the interior of which would have been
painted black. The idea was for light to come in through a small hole in the side, hit a diffraction grating
and then be captured on a small digital camera at the back of the box. This idea did not work as I could
not capture the colour spectrum created, and it was very hard for me to line up the light with the
diffraction grating as there was no easy access to it whilst still maintaining the darkness required to
generate the spectrum.
My next idea was to make a bigger box, where the light was inside the box and the grating was outside. I
wanted to have my painted box to have the light source in it, and then the grating on a platform outside
the box. Then I wanted to use a digital SLR camera to manually focus and capture the colour spectrum.
This idea also did not work, because the camera could not capture the colour spectrum as the light was
too directional.
On my third attempt, I decided to keep the light source in a box, filtering it to a collimator and onto a
diffraction grating. However, instead of attempting to take a photo of the light directly, I used a view
camera to project the colour spectrum onto an 8’’ x 10’’ sheet of ground glass. There was a lot of shifting
the grate around at angles to capture the light and generate a colour spectrum. The sheet of ground
glass also needed moving around so as to capture the colour spectrum at the right angle. I wanted to
still have the light inside a box and the grating on a platform outside, but now I was going to have the
spectrum shone onto the sheet of ground glass. I positioned the view camera in the path of the colour
spectrum and could clearly see it once the room was “pitch black”.
My first attempt at taking a photo of the colour spectrum failed; the camera just produced a black
photo. After tweaking with the settings, I discovered that if I left the camera's shutter open for thirty
seconds, the ISO set to eight hundred and the white balance set to direct sunlight, my SLR camera was
able to take a very good picture of the colour spectrum. When I went to plot these photographs using
the data processed by my program, I noticed that there was some extra white light coming from the
collimator.
I decided to make another collimator and put it directly in front of the diffraction grating. This should
take the light that comes through the first collimator and then make sure that only a single beam hits
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the diffraction grating. This produced much better results, and when I was plotting these images, I was
able to generate scatter graphs of the intensity of each of the colour spectra clearly showing the colour
bands produced by the different light sources.
The results from this investigation are useful in a variety of situations. The results may be useful to
people who suffer from colour blindness and may not be able to perceive particular wavelengths. It may
also be useful to people who need a lot of colour fidelity in their workplace. This is important to
photographers and also to butchers and restaurants. In places such as these, the colour of the light
affects how people perceive the food. For example, if there is more green in the light than red, then the
food may appear as though it is less attractive.
Such an experiment can also be very important in industry where it is necessary to be able to distinguish
particular colours. For example, the wires in a cable are often colour coded so that people can work out
what wires are responsible for different tasks. If people do not use lights which have a broad, diffused
spectrum then workers may not be able to distinguish between the different coloured wire quickly or
accurately which can lead to people making mistakes. This is especially important if some of the wires
have larger voltage than others, which is why the colours for power cords have been selected. The
brown blue and green yellow striped wires have been selected specifically so they can be distinguished
by the colour blind or under poor lighting conditions.
If I were to redo this experiment, I would have used a wider variety of light sources, varying in wattage
and may have even modified my spectrophotometer to be able to capture the colour spectrum of
something such as sunlight and a candle.
There are a number of further experiments which may be investigated following on from this
experiment. An experiment could be conducted to investigate whether the wattage of a bulb impacts its
colour spectrum. Another experiment could be the investigation of the role of a collimator in a
spectrophotometer. An experiment investigating the difference in cool and warm bulbs, and what
causes the differences in the colour spectrum could also be considered.
The reason why I chose this topic and this experiment is because I am very interested in physics. I
particularly am interested in light, which was a topic I did in Year 9. I decided to look at colour spectra
because I was very interested when Ms Govender said that light could be split up into various colours.
The first time I thought about using a diffraction grating for my experiment was when I saw the CD
spectrometer website, where I saw someone using a CD to split up the colours of different light sources.
However, I replaced the CD that merely acts as a diffraction grating with a real diffraction grating. For
more information on diffraction gratings, please refer to Appendix 4.
The spectrophotometer used in this experiment is not calibrated. This means it cannot be used to
compare the intensity of lights. It also cannot be used to specify the wavelengths of light in the spectra.
The device is purely for comparing the relative amounts of different colours.
The data which was used to generate the graphs in my results section was produced by a program (see
Appendix 1). I then used this data and compiled it into a graph using a statistics program called “R” (see
Appendix 2).
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Conclusion
My original hypothesis was supported as the colour spectra of household light sources varies depending
on the method used to produce the light. This concludes that although modern household lighting
appears to provide the same light the colour spectra they generate is vastly different between compact
fluorescent, incandescent and LED bulbs.
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Appendix 1: Image processing script
The code used to turn my photographs into numerical data works by:







Taking the selected line of pixels from the tiff file, having previously selected the most
appropriate line in Photoshop
Splitting the image file into three files with the red, green and blue values
Selecting the largest value of red, green and blue from each pixel
Putting the position of the pixel and these values into a data file
Converting the data file to a .csv file

I then took the .csv files and imported it into excel. Using the data in excel, I was able to produce a
scatter graph.
I was unhappy with the graph from excel because the points were too large on my graph, so I used a
statistics program called “R”. I imported my data into R, turned it into a scatter graph and then exported
it as a JPEG image. These JPEG images are the graphs which are used in the results section of my report.

#!/bin/tcsh
#
# usage : generate_csv.csh fileprefix linenumber
#
# example: generate_csv.csh DSC_7454 2070
#
process file DSC_7454.tif using the 2070th line of the
image
#
# notes:
# requires the NETPBM public domain image processing toolkit
#
tifftopnm -byrow "$1".tif > "$1".ppm # convert 48bit TIFF file to
PPM format
pnmcut -bottom="$2" -height=1 "$1".ppm > "$1"_cropped.ppm # extract
the specified line
ppmtorgb3 "$1"_cropped.ppm # convert to separate files for red,
green, and blue components
pamarith -maximum "$1"_cropped.red "$1"_cropped.grn > "$1"_cropped.rg
# find max pixel value for red and green components
pamarith -maximum -plain "$1"_cropped.rg "$1"_cropped.blu > "$1".pgm
# find max value for blue/red/green
tail -n +4 "$1".pgm | sed -e 's/ $//' | tr ' ' '\n' > "$1".values #
convert to list of values
awk '{printf("%d,%s\n",NR,$0)}' "$1".values > "$1".data # prepend
value with line number (pixel position)
cat header "$1".data > "$1".csv # add header to convert to CSV file
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Appendix 2: R graph generation script
The process used to turn my numerical output into a scatter graph works by:





Importing the .csv file from my father’s program
Taking the first column of numbers as pixel values on the horizontal axis
Taking the second column of numbers as the amount of light per pixel on the vertical axis
Plotting these numbers on a scatter graph

The user can then add a title and labels for the axes. After, this with a simple line of code “R” exports the
generated graph as a JPEG file.

> data <- read.csv("DSC_7508.csv")
> jpeg("DSC_7508_graph.jpg")
> plot (data$pixel, data$value, pch=1, cex=0.1, col="red", xlim=c(0,5000), xlab="Pixel position",\
ylab="Pixel value", main="Incandescent Party Light - Yellow")
> dev.off()

Appendix 3: The compact fluorescent bands
Compact fluorescent lights emit a colour spectrum full of bands of light, which are very different to the
diffused spectra of the other lights which were tested. These fluorescent light bulbs use a mix of
phosphors to emit light. Each phosphor emits one band of colour, with most compact fluorescents using
three or four phosphors to produce ‘white’ light. Every extra phosphor which is added to a compact
fluorescent improves the colour rendering, but decreases the efficiency whilst increasing the cost. The
white light which most compact fluorescents produce has a colour rendering index of approximately
eighty, where one hundred represent the appearance of colours under a black-body or under daylight.

Appendix 4: Diffraction gratings
A diffraction grating is a crucial piece of equipment for the spectrophotometer to function. A diffraction
grating has thousands of lines on it in order to The diffraction grating takes the light that hits it and splits
and diffracts it into several beams which travel to many different directions. The directions of these
beams depend on the spacing of the grating and the wavelength of the light. In the spectrophotometer
in this experiment, the diffraction grating is used to split the light into its colour spectra. This will only
occur if the light source has a wide, continuous colour spectrum. A similar item to the diffraction grating
is the CD or the DVD. Both of these pieces of technology have closely spaced, narrow tracks which can
act as the thousands of lines on diffraction gratings.
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Log Book
27/02/15 – Today I submitted my Part A. I decided to go with an experiment relating to light, because I
really like that topic in physics. I want to try and make something called a spectrometer, which is a
device which lets people see the colour spectrum of light. I’ve researched into a few questions which
require a spectrometer, and hope that I will be able to complete the experiments.
02/03/15 – We got our marks back for Part A today. I got 2.5/3. I lost that half a mark because I did not
state that I had access to a spectrophotometer. I looked this up and found that it was a device which
allows someone to take a photo of the colour spectrum of light. I am a lot more interested in this and
hope to do some research into it to see if I can make one for my experiment.
12/03/15 – I had to hand in Part B today. We had to give a definite question that we were investigating,
and also had to list the variables and aim for that question. I spent a while on the Saturday the 8th
researching all of the things I would have to take into account for my experiment. Now that I have
submitted my experiment I hope that it is of a high enough calibre to get a good mark in the end.
27/03/15 – Today was the day when we had to hand in our Part C. This part was mainly just the method
and the risk assessment. I hope that I will do alright with this part, but I’m really not too sure. I did not
get a lot of time to work on it over the weekend, because I have all of my other assignments to work on.
All that I can hope is that I get above a 1/3.
30/03/15 – Unfortunately I did not do very well in my Part C. I made a lot of mistakes including calling
my diffraction grating a diffusion grating (STUPID). I just wish that I had spent more time on it. I did get
over 1/3, but only by a half mark. I really hope that I will be able to get a much higher standard of work
completed for the final submission. Now that there are no more parts to upload until the due date, I am
free to start working on the experiment.
21/04/15 – I went to Melbourne over the school holidays, and as such was unable to do very much at all
in regards to my Science assignment. However, I’m back now and have started my spectrophotometer. I
have measured all of the pieces and pulled out the equipment required. My dad says that I can’t cut
anything at the moment because it is too wet outside to get any real work done.
26/04/15 – This weekend was a bit dryer and I was able to cut some of the MDF during a spot of sun on
Saturday. I have a base for my spectrophotometer, and today I cut up some of the softwood to make the
side for the device. My next step is to spray everything black so that there is no reflected light which will
interfere with the colour spectrum.
27/04/15 – Today I sprayed all of my wood black. I only covered the parts which I needed to because I
only bought one can of black spray paint. My next step will be to make my collimator. I have decided
that it is probably best to make a little stand for the diffraction grating because it is not going to be level
with the slit in the collimator.
30/04/15 – I was able to get a hole cut in a small piece of wood for the collimator, and the two razor
blades put in place today. I had to use something called a feeler gauge to measure up a really small gap
between the blades before I hot glued them in place. At some point this week, I now have to spray paint
this piece and hot glue the diffraction grating to its stand.
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2/05/15 – There is a very small amount of time left until the assignment is due. I have got a lot done
today, including some of the work for my report. I have hot glued the diffraction grating to its stand,
which I cut today. I glued everything down onto the MDF using some sort of special glue my dad had
laying around. I ran out approximately half way through, so I put some slightly inconsistent blobs of glue
on the bottom of the softwood to hold them onto the MDF. I also got the aim, hypothesis and list of
materials down today. This afternoon my father and I went to Woolworths/Coles and bought a variety
of light bulbs to test. We ended up spending just over a hundred dollars on light bulbs alone.
03/05/15 – Today I finished the experiment. I put everything together and collected some data. I had to
modify the original experiment by using one of my dad’s view cameras, but I still got some good looking
spectra. I’m hoping that at some point this week I’ll be able to get some numerical data to go with it, but
for now that’s all I have. I put some information in the discussion, put my images of the spectra into a
results table, listed my sources of information and put a conclusion. Tomorrow I don’t know what I’ll get
done, but I know that with my current report I’ll have a good chance of getting an at least average mark.
04/05/15 – After school today I came home to see that dad had written that program for me. When I
put my pictures into the program, it came up with some very weird graphs. I modified the experiment
again by making another quick collimator and took all of the photos again. This time I did get good
results. I’ve put my graphs and the new pictures into my report, and have added some information into
my appendix, added an abstract and added new details to my discussion. I am hoping to get some brief
descriptions of each spectra before I go to bed tonight, but I am not sure if I will accomplish this.
05/05/15 – The assignment is due tomorrow, which means I’m going to have a long night ahead of me. I
have gone through and refined my report a bit by adding more sophisticated language and by adding
more detail about what happened and why. I added some information about the usefulness of my
results, as well as some practical examples. I put some more information into my appendix at lunch and
House today, and also managed to get some brief descriptions done at recess. I don’t think that there is
much more I can do now other than wait until tomorrow.
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